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      PART - I 

Choose the correct answer :-      75 x 1 = 75 

1. In C++, the array subscripts always commences from :  

a)1    b)-1    c)2   d)0 

2. In C++ which is executed in the order of inherited class? 

a)destructor  b)Member function  c)variables  d)constructor 

3. In Star Calc, which of the following command is used to generate a series of data of 

selected cells? a) Series  b)Print range  c)Fill  d)Insert 

4. In Star Calc, the syntax of formula begins with which sign? 

a)*    b)=   c)&   d)! 

5. Which of the following is used to open Media player in Star Impress? 

a)Insert  Media player    b) View  Media player 

c)Format  Media player    d)Tools  Media player 

6. In Star Writer, Which command is used to insert page numbers on every page? 

a)Insert  Page numbers    b)Tools  Page numbers. 

c) Insert  Fields  Page numbers  d)Tools  Fields 

7. Which enables online educational programs leading to degrees and certifications? 

a)e-governance  b)e-learning  c)e-banking  d)e-spreadsheet 

8. In Star writer to move the insertion point to the end of a line, which key is pressed?

 a)End  b)Shift + End  c)Ctrl + End  d)Home 

9. SQL is expanded as : 

a)Structured Query Language   b)Sorted Question Language 

c)Sorter Query Language    d)Structured Question Language 

10. Which of the following key is to be pressed for opening styles and formatting window in 

Star Impress? a)F5  b)F7  c)F11   d)F12 

11. In Star Writer, if the ruler is not displayed in the screen, which option is clicked? 

a)Tools  ruler  b)Edit -> ruler c)Format  ruler d)view ->ruler 

12. The device that is used to convert speech into a text is: 

a)Microphone  b)Dictaphone  c)Gramophone d)Cell phone 

13. In C++, the class variables are called as: 

a)methods   b)objects  c)constants  d)functions 

14. The memory space is allocated to an object using : 

a)constructor   b)destructor  c)class  d)instance 
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15. In Star Impress which command is used to insert a movie in a slide? 

a)Insert  Movie and sound    b)Insert  Pictures 

c) Insert  Special characters   d)Insert  Sound and movie 

16. Program statements that cause a jump of control from one part of a program to 

another are called: a)control structures   b)assignment structures 

17. In C++, which cannot be overloaded? 

a)constructor   b)function  c)operator  d)destructor 

18. Whenever a class object goes out of scope, a special function that gets executed is: 

a)constructor   b)destructor  c)inline  d)void 

19. In C++, the channels through which data flows from the call statement to the function 

and vice versa are called :a)function name b)parameters c)value d)reference 

20. The declaration for the object cin are available under which header file? 

a)conio.h   b)stdio.h  c)ostream.h  d)istream.h 

21. Which scope of variables are not known outside their own code block? 

a)local    b)function  c)file   d)class 

22. In C++ language, a collection of variables of the same data type: 

a)function   b)array  c)pointer  d)class 

23. A permanent legal document that formally states the result of a medical investigation: 

a)Tele medicine      b)Data management 

c)Medical Transcription    d)Digitization 

24. Which of the following is  a word processor? 

a)Star Office calc b)Star Office Base c) Star Office Writer d)Star Office Impress 

25. In C++ to treat spaces as part of string literal, one has to use the function: 

a)Scanf()  b)cout()  c)cin()   d)gets() 

26. The most powerful feature of an oops: 

a)Encapsulation  b)Class  c)Inheritance  d)Data hiding 

27. In Star Writer the command used to delete the selected columns in a table: 

a)Table  Delete  Rows    b) Table  Delete  Columns 

c) Table  Delete  Table    d) Columns  Delete  

28. In star writer, which key is pressed to get the spelling check dialog box? 

a)F1    b)F5   c)F7   d)F11 

29. Which permits banking from the comfort of the home using internet? 

a)e – mail   b)e – shopping c)e – banking  d)e – learning 

30. The value of 1 + pow (3,2) is : 

a)7    b)6   c)13   d)10 

31. In C++ during function overloading, which of the following is not a valid function 

prototype? 

 a)void fun(int x); void fun(int y); b)void fun(int x, int y); void fun(int x, float y); 

c)int fun(int y); void fun(float x); d)void fun (char x);  void fun( char x, int y); 

32. In C++, parameters associated with call statement are called as: 

a)formal  b)actual  c)reference  d)duplicate 

33. ITES stands for : 

a)IT Economic Services   b)IT Educational Services 

c)IT Enables Services    d)IT Entertainment Services 
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34. What is the name of the process for joining data of two  or more tables from different 

databases? a)Searching  b)Sorting c)Filtering  d)Merging 

35. In Star writer, which of the following shortcut key is to be used for center alignment 

of the selected text?  a)CTRL + J b)CTRL + R  c)CTRL + L   d)CTRL + E 

36. Which arguments of overloaded function are not considered by the  complier as  part  

of the parameter  list? 

a)actual  b)inline  c)reference   d)default 

37. In Star Writer, each cell in a table by default  includes: 

a)Border  b)Row   c)Column   d)Name 

38. Classes used only for deriving other classes are: 

a)Abstract  b)Base  c)Destructor d)Constructor 

39. Which of the following is the simplest of all the decision  statements  in C++? 

a)if   b)while  c)switch   d)break 

40. Which is used to make a impress presentation into a HTML presentation? 

a)File   HTML b)File  Export c)View  HTML  d)View   Export 

41. In C++  language , the assignment  operator is: 

a)= =   b)&   c) =    d)+ 

42. In how many categories, a data management   tasks in a DBMS is classified? 

a)Four   b)Five   c)Two    d)Three 

43. In Star Calc, a continuous group of cells in a worksheet is called: 

a)Cell   b)Range  c)Cell address  d)Cell pointer 

44. The  AVI format was develop by which company? 

a)IBM   b)Microsoft  c)Apple  d)Macromedia 

45. In Star Base, which  is a key that uniquely identifies a record in a database table? 

a)Primary key b)Record pointer c)Secondary key d)Cell pointer 

46. In Star Impress which is used to specify the basic background information that needs 

to   be included in all the slides 

a)Slide Transition  b)Layouts  c)Master page d)Custom animation 

47.  How many access specifiers are there  in C++? 

a)2   b)3   c)4   d)5 

48. Which statement should be used to exit from switch statement in C++? 

a)continue  b)for   c)break  d)do..while 

49. The term ‘Data’ comes from which of the following word? 

a)Datem  b)Datum  c)Record  d)File 

50. In Star calc, which symbol is used in absolute cell addressing? 

 a)!     b)*   c)&   d)$ 

51. GIF is limited to how many bit palette? 

a)16  b)32   c)64   d)8 

52. In C++,the mechanism of giving special meaning to an operator is called: 

a)Inheritance b)Function overloading c)Operator overloading d)Object 

53. Which is an application that allows you to send and receive messages over cell phone? 

a)Microwave Media Service   b)Multimedia Media Service 

c)Multimedia Messaging service  d)Microwave Messaging System 
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54. In Star Base, which of the following is a type of query? 

a)Table   b)Form  c)Report  d)Filter 

55. In Star calc, which of the following is a reference operator? 

a)<(less than)  b)&(And)  c)+(plus)  d): (Colon) 

56. In C++, member functions are called as: 

a)Attributes  b)class  c)methods  d)constructors 

57. In C++, the functions that returns no value is declared as: 

a)main   b)friend  c)void   d)inline 

58. In C++, declaring members by which access specifier is accessible by only its own 

members and certain special function called friend function. 

a)private   b)public  c)protected  d)static 

59. Which of the following is not an element of multimedia? 

a)Database  b)Sound  c)Video  d)DBMS 

60. In Star base, which language is designed specifically for communicating with a 

database?a)C++   b)C   c)SQL  d)DBMS 

61. The default line spacing in a Star writer document is : 

a)single   b)1.5lines  c)double  d) atleast 

62. In Star Calc, which icon is used for inserting a formula in the worksheet for performing 

calculations? 

a)Insert Applet b)Insert Formula c)Insert OLE object  d)Insert floating frame 

63. A template for entities that have common behaviour is : 

a)Class    b)Object  c)Methods  d)Attributes 

64. In C++ language, a preprocessor directive starts with which symbol? 

a)%    b)#   c)>>   d)<< 

65. In C++,which of the following escape sequences character must be used for horizontal 

tab? a)\b   b)\t   c)\v   d)\n 

66. To insert a calc cell range into a text document, which option should be selected from 

the paste special dialog box? 

a)Paste   b)DDE Link   c)DLE Link  d)Link 

67. How many steps are involved in creating a 3D animation? 

a)2    b)4    c)5   d)3 

68. In C++, when objects are created, no separate space is allocated for: 

a)objects   b)members functions c)data members d)Static members 

69. In C++ which variables are automatically initialized to zero, when they are declared? 

a)auto, static b)static, extern c)register, extern  d)static, register 

70. Constructor defined by the complier, in the absence of user defined constructor: 

a)default constructor      b)copy constructor 

c)parameterized constructor     d)void constructor 

71. The ability of an object to respond differently to different messages is called as: 

a)Inheritance  b)Class  c)Polymorphism  d)Object 

72. A database that consists of a single table: 

a)Flat file database     b)Relational database 

c)Network database     d)Hierarchical database 
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73. Computer ethics has its roots in the work of: 

a)Rick Mascitti  b)Donn Parker c)Bjarne Stroustrup d)Norbert Wiener 

74. In C++, which function is used to concatenate strings? 

a)strcat()   b)strlen()  c)strcpy()   d)strcmp() 

75. In which format, date should be entered in Star calc? 

a)DD/MM/YY  b)MM/DD/YY c)YY/MM/DD d)DD/YY/MM 
 

      PART - II 

Answer any twenty questions:-      20 x 2 = 40 

Note: Give example for necessary questions:- 

76. What is meant by text editing? 

77. What is the use of header and footer? 

78. Define Electronic spreadsheet. 

79. Write a note on : a)Cell    b)Cell pointer 

80. What is Database management System? 

81. What is filter? List its types. 

82. What is Warping? 

83. What is Compression? List its types. 

84. What is custom animation? 

85. How to hide a slide in star impress? 

 

86. What is encapsulation? 

87. What are tokens? List its classification. 

88. Write about the impact of modifiers in C++. 

89. What is loop? What are the different kinds of loops in C++? 

90. What are pointer variables in C++? 

91. What are functions? List the advantages of using functions in C++. 

92. Write a note on Write() function in C++. 

93. Why does the following C++ statement show error. 

a)int a[5.5];    B)Float num[A]; 

94. How to access class members in C++? Give an example. 

95. Write about the static data members. 

96. Mention any two rules of operator overloading. 

97. When is a copy constructor executed? 

98. What is accessibility in C++? 

99. What  is data digitization? 

100. What is cracking? 

PART - III 

Answer all the questions:-        7 x 5 = 35 

101. How would you add a word in the Autocorrect list of star Writer? 

102. How to insert rows and columns in a table in Star writer? 

103. Explain various operators in Star calc with example. 
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104. Debug the following C++ program  to get the following output: 

Output: 

Concatenated Strings… computer science 

Program: 

#include<iostream.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#include<string.s> 

class strings 

{ 

Char s[12]; 

Public: 

Strings() 

{ 

S[0] = "\0"; 

} 

string (char *c) 

{ 

strcopy(s,c); 

} 

 

Char * operator – (strings x1) 

{ 

char * temp; 

strcopy(test,s); 

strcat(temp , x1, s); 

return temp 

} 

}; 

void main[] 

{ 

Clearscr(); 

strings s1("test"),$2("science/0"); 

char * concatstr; 

concatstr = s1+s2; 

cout>>"\n concatenated strings..">>concatstr; 

} 

 

 

105. Find the output for the following C++ program. 

 

#include<iostream.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

class sum 

{ 

int a,b,s; 

public: 

sum() 

{ 

cout<<"\n Non Parameterized 

Constructor"; 

a=14; 

b=5; 

s=0; 

} 

Sum(int c, int d) 

{ 

cout<<"\nConstructor with parameters"; 

a = c; 

b = d; 

s = 0; 

void display() 

{ 

cout<<"\nThe two numbers are"; 

cout<<a<<’\t’<<b; 

cout<<"\nThe sum ="<<s; 

} 

}; 

void main() 

{ 

clrscr(); 

sum x,y(5,10); 

x.add(); 

y.add(); 

cout<<"\n Object – 1"; 

x.display(); 

cout<<"\n Object – 2"; 

y.display(); 

} 
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} 

void add() 

{ 

s = a+b; 

} 

 

 

 

106. What are functions? How can you use them in your worksheet? Explain with an 

example. 

107. Write  the disadvantages of manual data processing. 

108. What are entry check loops? Explain any one with syntax and example. 

109. In C++ language explain call by reference with example. 

110. Explain the types of inheritance. 
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